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MANAGEMENT

Harnessing
the hidden
team potential

TECHNOLOGY

Managers can use machine learning
to make timely, strategic decisions
for overall business improvement
Howard Yu

How digital fits
in the big picture

For Intel, Microsoft, Hewlett-Packard and the like,
the Computex expo in Taipei is the Oscars of the
information technology world. There is the flurry of
product hype, from virtual-reality headsets to the
internet of things to artificial intelligence devices.
One big topic that everyone has in mind is: machine
learning.
The idea of a thinking machine goes back at least
as far as 1950, when British computer scientist Alan
Turing famously wrote that if a machine was
indistinguishable from a human during text-based
conversations, then it was “thinking”.
Naturally, big technology giants such as Google,
Facebook and IBM have all set up corporate labs to
advance machine learning. At the same time, it’s
worth asking: what are the implications for nontechnology companies?
If we were to make a list of the most disruptive
technologies since the last century, it is likely to
include computers, the internet, commercial
aviation, vehicles and container shipping. In each
case, the technology creators brought forth new
products and services, but other sectors of the
economy also benefited from higher productivity.
Computers have eased office work, the internet
enabled e-commerce, airliners spurred tourism,
vehicles encouraged consumers to shop at
megastores and containers facilitated global
logistics.
Such is the nature of general-purpose
technologies. From steam engines to electricity,
companies other than technology creators can reap
big rewards if they can adapt their business models
on time. Sony, Canon and Nikon do not make
microprocessors – that’s Intel’s expertise. But these
companies were able to commercialise digital
cameras using that technology.
Viewed in this light, non-technology companies
can also embrace machine learning by making
timely, strategic choices. Machine learning isn’t an
end in and of itself, but a mere enabler, however
potent it is. The key is to find creative uses for it.
Already, machine algorithms are predicting how
we click, buy, lie or die. Companies have automated
how they mail, call, offer a discount, recommend a
product, show an ad, inspect for flaws and approve a
loan. Credit-card companies detect in real time

Digital initiatives touch primarily on
the marketing, sales and business
processes within companies while
ignoring people and cultural aspects
Virtual-reality headsets are one of the product
highlights at the Computex expo in Taipei.
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For more than a decade, companies have been
urged to “digitalise” or risk being left behind.
However, too often, information about “digital” and
its impact on business comes from experts and
analysts, consultancies and the media.
While many business professionals accept this as
a reality, the interesting question remains: what
does digital truly mean to business people and how
is innovation in digital technologies affecting
organisations around the world?
We spent a year researching the answer to this
question. The findings, as well as 11 insights and 10
recommendations, have just been published in a
report titled The Real Impact of Digital – As Seen
from the “Virtual Coalface”, of which some key
insights are shared here.
Of the 1,160 people surveyed – managers,
executives and board members in companies of
different sizes across industries, functions and
regions (including Asia) – all are engaged in digital
initiatives.
There is no doubt that business across the globe
is becoming digital – hence digital must be on
everyone’s agenda, from board members down.
The meaning of “digital” differed significantly
among organisations. It was not without a challenge
that we were able to group the digital initiatives
gathered into 21 main categories.
One conclusion is clear: the number of business
problems addressed by digital is both vast and
varied.
The complexity of engagement was also wideranging. While some companies are effectively
“defining industry 4.0”, others are still focusing on
getting all their staff “on to email”.
The term “digital” is clearly too vague and
managers need to be specific about what they mean
by digital in the context of the task at hand or the
company’s business objectives.
The digital initiatives companies engaged in
touched primarily on the marketing, sales and
business processes.
Where China differed significantly from the rest
of the world is in its high engagement in activities
related to data management and analytics, laying a
strong foundation for future competitive advantage
in a world that is becoming increasingly datadriven.
More than one-third of our respondents
indicated that their main digital initiative had
delivered results or exceeded expectations; about 60
per cent stated it was too early to tell. Interestingly,
among those that claimed success, just 12 per cent
attributed it to the right technology.
It seems that despite digital often being
positioned as a technology, digital is by and large the
combination of a right vision, effective leadership
and a supportive culture that makes the difference
between success and failure.
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This highlights the importance of initiatives
related to people management and culture in a
digitised world, yet the results from the study show
that across the globe, the focus, when engaging in
digital, is rarely in this area.
This is the case in China, too, where zero per cent
of digital initiatives reported by the respondents
were related to people, management and culture.
Focusing attention on the people and culture
aspects when engaging in digital is likely to create a
competitive advantage for Chinese companies
looking to capitalise on the benefits brought about
by digital.
The research revealed that at least one-third of
the organisations did not yet have a digital strategy
in place, China being no exception. Companies’
engagement in digital appears driven not by an
overriding digital strategy, but by an assortment of
business needs and ambitions that are both external
and internal to the business.
In the majority of cases, these initiatives
originated at a grassroots level, where digital is
applied to reach specific business objectives.
Organisations may therefore – and paradoxically –
not need a digital strategy.
The impact of digital should be measured in the
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context of the role it plays in achieving a company’s
objectives, and not as a stand-alone initiative.
There is no “one-size-fits-all” or right way to do
digital. Nor has a corporate digital solution emerged
to benchmark against.
This raises the fundamental question as to
whether a single digital form will indeed emerge
around which organisations coalesce or, at the other
extreme, whether digital creates the opportunity for
greater customisation of a company’s offering,
business model and processes.
Capitalising on the opportunity to customise
through solutions empowered by digital would
allow for China’s numerous small players, many in
remote provinces, to compete locally and also enter
the global business arena – an option today mainly
available to larger firms.
However, this does work both ways, and the
opportunity also exists for global, companies,as well
as smaller players in unpredictable geographical
locations, to reach customers in China through the
use of digital solutions.
Digital technology is changing the business
world in which companies operate, in China as well
as the rest of the world, constantly pushing the limits
of what is possible, and it will continue to do so at an
even greater speed.
The winners will be those organisations that
understand what business in a digital age means
and who owns their digital journey by empowering
their own people to shape the company and create
value accordingly, achieving the competitive
advantage made possible by innovation in digital
technologies.
Liri Andersson is the founder of This Fluid World, a
boutique business and marketing consultancy. Ludo Van
der Heyden is chaired professor of corporate governance
and professor of technology and operations management
at INSEAD

which transactions are likely to be fraudulent.
Insurers anticipate which customers are likely to file
claims.
The hardest decision among executives is
whether the firm should build its machine-learning
capability in-house or outsource it to other
technology creators. General Electric’s chief
executive Jeffrey Immelt calls the dilemma “make or
buy”.
“We have lots of good software partners, but
basically, we said we need to do this ourselves. Let’s
err on the side of seeing if we could approach it in
that way,” he said.
That was when GE began building its digital
team in California in 2010.
When pursuing a new capability like machine
learning, it is often difficult, if not impossible, for
senior management to articulate a precise market
strategy from day one. Experimentation and
organisational learning are key. A winning strategy is
often recognised only after the fact. Recruit
Holdings from Japan was facing exactly that
situation.
Recruit is a classified advertisement, publication
and human resources company founded in 1963. As
a US$10 billion company (compared to Apple’s
about US$200 billion-plus), Recruit cannot afford to
become a technology creator. At the company,
therefore, senior executives focused on creating an
environment to facilitate the exchange of ideas
across business units.
Besides setting up a mini machine-learning lab,
the company dispatches most of its data analysts to
business units so they become the conduit to the
laboratory. Business strategy-making becomes a
bottom-up exercise rather than being imposed from
top-down.
In a world where opportunities for innovation
are abundant, executives must be willing to cultivate
a critical mass of future thinkers who are steeped in
machine learning, place them close to businesses
and charter them to do something bold, lest they be
left behind. No one can afford to be unprepared.
Howard Yu is professor of strategic management and
innovation at IMD

